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Considered by many culinary historians to be the first real American cookbook (and all describe it
as the first regional cookbook), Virginia Housewife was published in 1824 in Washington, DC.
Thisvolume in the American Antiquarian Cookbook Collection is anAmerican classic: part cookbook,
part home management system, and part historical time-capsule complete with recipes, practical
cooking techniques, advice on home management, proper manners, and more. Although Amelia
Simmonsa s American Cookery claims the title, Mrs. Mary Randolpha s The Virginia Housewife is
often cited as the first American cookbook because the recipes originated in American kitchens,
having left behind British traditions, ingredients, and methods. Virginia Housewife is also recognized
as the nationa s first regional cookbook with a focus on southern-style specialties, some appearing
in print for the first time (Ochra Soup, Curry of Catfish, Gumbo, Chicken Pudding, Apoquiniminc
Cakes). But Randolph also includes local variations of recipes from the West Indies, New England,
Spain, and France, all reflecting the influence of many cuisines on Southern cooking. Diverse
offerings from far-away places include Dough Nuts, Gaspacho, Ropa Vieja, as well as a number of
delightful ice cream recipes...
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Extensive manual for publication fans. It is actually filled with knowledge and wisdom You can expect to like how the author compose this pdf.
-- Alvina  Runte PhD-- Alvina  Runte PhD

The most e ective publication i at any time go through. This is certainly for all those who statte that there had not been a worthy of looking at. Its been
printed in an extremely straightforward way which is merely soon a er i finished reading this publication where basically changed me, change the way in
my opinion.
-- Ma dyson Ruther for d-- Ma dyson Ruther for d
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